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Introduction
BMP files can be used to store images as arrays of pixels. This report presents a set of functions, written in C++, that can be used to read, write, and modify 24-bit, uncompressed BMP files. A summary sheet is provided at the end of this report. It presents the yBmp namespace, which contains the eight functions that are described in this report.
BMP Headers
BMP files begin with header information that stores, among other things, the size of the image contained in the BMP file. BMP headers store numeric values in little-endian order. Bitwise-shift operators can be used to convert to and from little-endian format. Table 1 lists the contents of the BMP headers that are associated with the BMP files that are described in this report. 
Creating New Images -the NewImage() Function
New images can be created using the NewImage() function.
Note that the NewImage() function uses the "new" command to allocate memory for the image that is pointed to by the return value. Thus, to avoid memory leaks, each use of the NewImage() function should be accompanied by a use of the "delete[]" operator. ,77,N,N>>8,N>>16,N>>24,0,0,0,0,54,0,0,0,40,0,0,0,w, w>>8,0,0,h,h>>8,h>>16,h>>24,1,0,24,0,0,0,0,0,n,n>>8, n>>16,n>>24,19,11,0,0,19,11,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}; unsigned f f specifies a numeric value (0 to 255) that will be used to fill the pixel values. Use 0 to fill the image with black pixels, use 255 to fill the image with white pixels. The default value is 0.
NewImage() Code
inline
NewImage() Return Value
The NewImage() function returns a pointer to a newly created image.
Reading BMP Files -the ReadBmpFile() Function
The ReadBmpFile() function can be used to create an image from a BMP file.
Note that the ReadBmpFile() function uses the "new" command to allocate memory for the image that is pointed to by the return value. Thus, to avoid memory leaks, each use of the ReadBmpFile() function should be accompanied by a use of the "delete[]" operator. 
ReadBmpFile() Code
inline unsigned char* ReadBmpFile(//<======CREATES A NEW IMAGE FROM A BMP FILE const char* filename){//<-------------------------THE NAME
ReadBmpFile() Parameters
filename filename specifies the name of a 24-bit, uncompressed BMP file.
ReadBmpFile() Return Value
The ReadBmpFile() function returns a pointer to an image that contains the header and pixel data from the BMP file that was specified by the filename parameter.
If the file that is specified by filename cannot be opened, the ReadBmpFile() function calls the exit() function with status code of 1. Inability to open a file is typically the result of an incorrectly specified filename or path.
Writing BMP Files -the WriteBmpFile() Function
The WriteBmpFile() function can be used to write an image to a BMP file. 
WriteBmpFile() Code
I
I specifies a pointer to an image.
WriteBmpFile() Return Value
The WriteBmpFile() function returns the number of characters that were written to the output file.
If the file that is specified by filename cannot be opened, the WriteBmpFile() function calls the exit() function with status code of 1. Inability to open a file is often the result of an incorrectly specified filename or path. However, it can also be the result of the file being marked as read only, as may be the case if the file is open in another program.
Accessing Individual Pixels -the GetPixel() Function
The GetPixel() function returns a pointer to a pixel in an image. The pointer can be used to read or modify the pixel that it points to. 
GetPixel() Code
GetPixel() Return Value
The GetPixel() function returns a pointer to a pixel.
Image Dimensions -GetWidth(), GetHeight(), and GetSize() Functions
The GetWidth() function can be used to determine the width (in pixels) of an image, the GetHeight() function can be used to determine the height (in pixels) of an image, and the GetSize() function can be used to determine the size (in bytes) of an image.
GetWidth() Code
inline unsigned int GetWidth(//<===============RETRIEVES THE WIDTH OF AN IMAGE const unsigned char* I){//<------A POINTER TO THE BEGINNING OF A BMP IMAGE return *(I+18)+(*(I+19)<<8); }//~~~~YAGENAUT@GMAIL.COM~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~LAST~UPDATED~14AUG2013~~~~~~
GetWidth() Parameters
I
GetWidth() Return Value
The GetWidth() function returns the width of the input-specified image, in pixels. 
GetHeight() Code
GetHeight() Parameters
I
GetHeight() Return Value
The GetHeight() function returns the height of the input-specified image, in pixels. Values can be positive or negative. Positive height values imply that pixels are ordered beginning with the bottom-left corner of an image. Negative height values imply that pixels are ordered beginning with the top-left corner of an image.
GetSize() Code
inline unsigned int GetSize(//<====RETRIEVES THE SIZE OF AN IMAGE'S PIXEL DATA const unsigned char* I){//<------A POINTER TO THE BEGINNING OF A BMP IMAGE unsigned int w=GetWidth(I); return abs(GetHeight(I))*(3*w+w%4); }//~~~~YAGENAUT@GMAIL.COM~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~LAST~UPDATED~14AUG2013~~~~~~
GetSize() Parameters
I
GetSize() Return Value
The GetSize() function returns the size of the pixel portion of an image, in bytes.
Copying Images -The CopyImage() Function
The CopyImage() function can be used to copy pixel data from one image to another. The two images need not be the same size and can be offset from each other, as shown in figure 1. h h specifies a height offset (see figure 1 ).
CopyImage() Code inline unsigned char* CopyImage(//<======COPY IMAGE FROM SOURCE TO DESTINATION unsigned char* S,//<------------------------------------------SOURCE IMAGE unsigned char* D,//<-------------------------------------DESTINATION IMAGE int w, int h){//<---------------------------------WIDTH AND HEIGHT OFFSETS
CopyImage() Return Value
The CopyImage() function returns a pointer to the destination image (D).
Example -Creating an Image of the Mandelbrot Set
The following example uses functions from the yBmp namespace to create an image of the Mandelbrot set. The example begins by creating an image that is 1400 pixels wide by 800 pixels high. The example then uses the escape-time algorithm 1 to generate an integer value (k) for each pixel location. Next, values of k are mapped to intensities of blue and the colors of individual pixels are set using the GetPixel() function. Finally, the WriteBmpFile() function is used to create a BMP file. The result is displayed in figure 2 . for(int i=0,j,k,N=1000;i<w;++i)for(j=0;j<h;++j){ double x=-2.5+i*3.5/(w-1) , y=-1+j*2./(h-1) , re=0 , im=0 , t; for(k=0;k<N&&hypot(re,im)<4;k+=50) t=re*re-im*im+x , im=2*re*im+y , re=t; *yBmp::GetPixel(I,i,j)=k<N?k*255/N:0;} yBmp::WriteBmpFile("mandelbrot.bmp",I); delete I; }//~~~~~~YAGENAUT@GMAIL.COM~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~LAST~UPDATED~14AUG2013~~~~~~ Figure 2 . The BMP file mandelbrot.bmp, created using example code.
Example -Adjusting Contrast Level
The following example uses functions from the yBmp namespace, as well as the included AdjustContrast() function, to change the contrast of a photograph. The example begins by using the ReadBmpFile() function to convert a BMP file to an image. Next the NewImage() function is used to create an image that is twice as wide and twice as high as the original image. The original image is then copied into the top-left quadrant of the new image using the CopyImage() function. The AdjustContrast() function is then used to modify the original image. Modified images are then copied to the remaining three quadrants of the new image, proceeding clockwise. Finally, the WriteBmpFile() function is used to convert the new image to a BMP file. Figure 3 
Summary
A summary sheet is provided at the end of this report. It presents the yBmp namespace, which contains the eight functions that are described in this report. ,77,N,N>>8,N>>16,N>>24,0,0,0,0,54,0,0,0,40,0,0,0,w, w>>8,0,0,h,h>>8,h>>16,h>>24,1,0,24,0,0,0,0,0,n,n>>8, n>>16,n>>24,19,11,0,0,19,11,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}; unsigned int w=1400,h=800; unsigned char* I=yBmp::NewImage(w,h); for(int i=0,j,k,N=1000;i<w;++i)for(j=0;j<h;++j){ double x=-2.5+i*3.5/(w-1) , y=-1+j*2./(h-1) , re=0 , im=0 , t; for(k=0;k<N&&hypot(re,im)<4;k+=50) t=re*re-im*im+x , im=2*re*im+y , re=t; *yBmp::GetPixel ( 
